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ABSTRACT 

Traveltime tomography is used to determine a material pmpeny 
from data (traveltimes) which are line integrals of that property 
(stow”ess or velocity) through the material. Tomographic medmds 
have recently been applied I” the problem of dmmining ,he xi- 
mic velocity between boreholes from seismic trawltime data. This 
problem differs from some other tomography problems in that 
data coverage can be very limited. While there arc a great variety 
of imaging techniques, we do not discuss particular methods; the 
question of what class of features it is possible to resolve is deter- 
mined in principle by the available dafa and “u, by the merhod. 
This paper addresses the question of which velocity features can- 
not be resolved using tomographic re~onslru~tion techniques. 
Such features, or large~scale “ghosts”, are known 10 haunt the 
standard crosshole problem. We examine whether other borehole 
geometries suffer in the same way. 

The problem is examined numerically fhrough eigenvecror- 
ei&wvalue analysis of small synthetic data sets for a variety of. 
vekxity models and source-receiver configurarions. Since seismic 
raypaths are functions of tile velocity of tile medium, ,he effect of 
curved. rather than straigk paths of integration is examined. The 
matrices are typically found to he very ill-conditioned with small 
singular YBIu~.~ indicating that the associated singular vectors are 
unresolvable S,ruCt”res. In ,he crosshole case. an example of such 
a sv”cl”re IS a COn,in”o”S vertical feature between “mica, bore- 
hales. While the use of accurate raypaths ~heoreticalty improver 
the detectability of such structures. only the addition of venically 
oriented raypaths makes their resolution truly practical. 

Traveltime tomography is the process of imaging a prop- 
erty of a medium, specifically the velocity, using data 
which are line integrals of a function of that property. In 
seismic traveltime tomography the line integral is taken 
along the seismic raypath. The best known application of 
tomography in the field of medical imaging is the 
Computed Tomography (CT) scanner which images x-ray 
opacity (density) by measuring the attenuation along a 

crisscrossing pattern of x-rays. Mathematically, the data 
collection corresponds to a discrete Radon transform and 
the image reconstruction process corresponds to the 
inverse transform. The problem of reconstructing the func- 
tion from discrete, rather than continuous, samples of its 

Radon tGnsfonn has been widely addressed, particularly in 
the medical imaging literature, and many inversion algo- 
rithms exist (Brooks and Di Chim, 1976; Bates et al., 
1983; Deans, 1983; Chapman and Gary, 1986). I” 
principle, the accuracy and resolution of the image can be 
made perfect by using an infinite number of noise-free pro- 
jections because there is a unique exact inverse of the 
Radon transform (Herman, 1980). 

Recently, tomographic reconstruction techniques have 
been applied to crosshole seismic data. Because the near- 
surface layer can greatly attenuate and scatter the high- 
frequency signals necessary to delineate fine earth strut- 
ture, the data are best collected with both sources and 
receivers deployed in boreholes for high local resolution. 
Seismic tomography is the process by which information 
characterizing the first arrivals is inverted for the velocity 
or attenuation structure in the “slice” defined by the plane 
between the boreholes. Traveltime tomography uses the 
first-arrival times between a series of downhole sources 
and receivers to construct an image of the compressional- 
wave velocity between the holes. Examples of traveltime 
tomography in crosshole seismology include Bois et al. 
(1972), Dines and Lytle (1979), Mason (1981). Wong et 
al. (1983, 1984, 1985, 1987). Fehler and Pearson (1984). 
Ivansso” (1985), Peterson et al. (1985) and Bregman et 
al. (1989a). 

Amplitude tomography uses the amplitude of the first 
arrivals to make an image of the quality factor Q or the 
absorption Q-1. Although amplitude tomography is com- 
mon in medical applications (see, for example, Brooks 
and Di Chiro, 1976; Herman, 1980; Bate< et al., 1983) its 
application to crosshole seismic data is rare. Wang et al. 
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(1983, 1985) have inverted the amplitudes of crosshole 
data for transparency structure using simple backprojec- 
tion. An adaptation of the nonlinear traveltime inversion 
method of Bregman et al. (1989a) was used by Bregman 
et al. (1989b) to invert the amplitudes of the first arriving 
signal for attenuation structure. 

There are two important aspects which distinguish the 
seismic-tomography problem from the x-ray-imaging 
problem. With standard tomographic methods it is 
assumed that the path of integration is a known, straight 
line. However, in isotropic media, seismic energy travels 
along raypaths which are a function of the velocity of the 
medium so that reconstruction of the velocity from the 
path integrals (traveltimes) is a nonlinear problem. Bois 
et al. (1972). Lytle and Dines (1980) and Bregman et al. 
(1989~~. b) have addressed the nonlinearity of the problem 
by using an iterative solution which raytraces and updates 
the velocity model with model perturbations obtained by 
a damped least-squares inversion of the traveltime resid- 
uals. Within each iteration, the model raypaths, travel- 
times and partial derivatives are recalculated, so that my- 
paths consistent with the velocity structure are used in the 
inversions. The method is successfully demonstrated on 
field data sets by Bregman et al. (1989a, b). 

The second difference is a result of limitations on the 
geometry of most seismic experiments. Unlike medical 
imaging experiments, sources and receivers can rarely be 
placed on all sides of the study region, which results in 
some areas having poor ray coverage. More significantly, 
regions that are apparently well-covered may have rays 
with a very limited range of angles. A manifestation of 
the limited-angle data is the appearance of ghost features 
corresponding to the eigenfunctions with zerc~ eigenvalue 
which span the null space of the Radon transform (Louis, 
1981). One example of such ghosts are velocity varia- 
tions which are strictly parallel to the boreholes of a 
crosshole seismic experiment. The inability to image 
structures oriented perpendicular to the raypaths has been 
noted by McMechan (1983). Devaney (1984) and Nolet 
(1985), among others. 

Recent work has illuminated certain theoretical aspects 
of the limited-angle reconstruction problem. Stark and 
Webb (1979), Griinbaum (1980, 1982). Davison (1981. 
1983), Davison and Grttnbaum (l981), Lent and Tuy 
(1981) and Ogawa et al. (1984) have addressed various 
aspects of the problem with several different approaches, 
but the general conclusion is that as soon as the angular 
coverage is limited (Davison, 1983) “catastrophic insta- 
bilities” arise. Davison (1981) did an analytic singular 
value decomposition (SVD) of the n-dimensional contin- 
uous Radon transform sampled over a full angular range 
and showed that the eigenfunctions are the orthogonal 
Gegenbauer (ultraspherical) polynomials. Davison (1983) 
considered how limiting the angular coverage changes the 
problem, concluding that the limited-angle cake is quali- 

tatively different from the full-range cast. Whereas, the 
full-range Radon transform is only mildly ill-conditioned, 

Davison (1983) shows that the magnitude of the smallest 
eigenvalue decreases exponentially as the angular range is 
decreased, causing catastrophic amplification of noise 
when the data are inverted. In practical applications the 
inverse operator is modified in some way because as 
Griinbaum (1982) reports, “. In practice, noise in the 
data propagates rather badly; the smaller the value of f3 
[angular rangel the more ill-conditioned the problem 
becomes.” The modification of the inverse operator may 
take the form of damping (Lawson and Hanson, 1974). 
where, of course, damping is an implied form of incorpo- 
ration of a priori expectations regarding the solution 
(Tarantola and Valette, 1982). 

Thus, the lack of complete angular coverage qualita- 
tively changes the situation from the well-constrained 
imaging problem (for which the many tomographic 
reconstruction algorithms were intended) to one where 
there is no unique solution even if there is an infinite 
amount of noise-free data collected with an infinitely 
small sampling interval. Since most seismic transmission 
tomography data sets are typically characterired by a 
very limited angular range, there is some question as to 
what class of solutions are excluded by the damping 
made necessary by the ill-conditioning. 

With synthetic seismic data McMechan (1983) computed 
solutions using the straight-line algebraic reconstruction 
technique (ART) for both crosshole and borehole-to-sur- 
face geometries, but did not estimate the resolution. Bube 
and Resnick (1984) and Bishop et al. (1985) have consid- 
ered what structures can be determined with surface 
reflection data, as have Chiu and Stewart (1987) for sur- 
face and VSP data. For straight-line (approximate) cross- 
hole data, Menke (1984) computed resolving kernels 
using a Backus and Gilbert (1967) formulation, while 
Nolet (1985) considered the resolution of crust and 
upper-mantle structure mapped from teleseismic travel- 
time data sets. The ill-conditioned nature of the problem 
was also demonstrated by Nolet (1985) with an eigenvalue 
analysis. Solutions were computed with various methods, 
including SVD, using synthetic teleseismic data for 
regional velocity structure, and resolving kernels were 
calculated using a least-squares formulation. 

In this paper we address the problem of what kinds of 
features can be resolved by two-dimensional tomographic 
imaging methods using seismic transmission data. The 
emphasis is on data geometries using at least one bore- 
hole, rather than strictly surface data (Bishop et al., 
1985). although many of the results of the resolution 
study have applications to other seismic tomography 
problems, such as the regional three-dimensional tomog- 
raphy problem (Aki et al., 1977). Here, the forward and 
inverse traveltime inversion problem are briefly outlined, 
along with iterative solutions such as those of Bois et al. 
(1972). Lytle and Dines (1980) or Bregman (1986). 
Examinations of some synthetic crosshole data sets show 
the ambiguities concerning resolution of the models 
obtained through inversion. Potential resolution problems 
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are then considered for data collected with other borehole 
source-receiver geometries. 

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider the traveltime, T, along a raypath r, through a 
medium characterized by a velocity v(r); 

T= 
J 

dl 

v(r) 
r 

If the medium is perturbed to a new velocity distribution 
v(r) + &J(P), then by Fermat’s principle the approximate 
difference in traveltimes for the two media is 

where terms of order (&y)* and higher have been neglected 
(Aki and Richards, 1980, p. 712). The raypath used is the 
one in the unperturbed medium and it is assumed that the 
velocity perturbations are smooth enough that the raypath 
changes are small. 

If the velocity model is specified at points on a two- 
dimensional grid interpolated with functions a(r), such 
that v(r) = &ai(r)vi, then the linearized traveltime differ- 
ence, ST, can be written as 

ST = c hi 
/ -$;i”’ = c (g),s”& (2) 

i r 
The matrix form of equation (2) yie1ds.a set of simulta- 

neous linear equations, 

T = Av, (3) 

for the parameter perturbations v = (6~ ,, Sv,, .)T neces- 
sary to fit the differences between the data and the model 
traveltimes T = (a,, Sr,, .)T. The perturbations to the 
parameters, Sv,, are related to the traveltime differences 
through the matrix A with elements aii = aT;/avi. A con- 
tains the source-receiver and raypath geometry information 
which is obtained by raytracing through the velocity model. 

We calculate the traveltime and derivatives, as detailed 
by Bregman et al. (1989a). using analytic formulae within 
a 2-D raytracer described by Chapman and Drummond 
(1982) and Chapman (1985). The velocity is interpolated 
between the grid points of the laterally inhomogeneous 
model using a constant gradient scheme; i.e., we use models 
with linear interpolation of the velocity between the grid 
points rather than homogeneous blocks. This interpolation 
scheme results in raypaths composed of circular segments 
which can be calculated analytically within successive 
small triangular regions, rather than obtained from compu- 
tationally expensive numerical integration of the ray equa- 
tions. Note that the dependence of traveltimes on velocity 
is nonlinear, unlike its dependence on slowness. However, 
since the raypaths are a function of the velocity of the 
medium the problem as a whole is nonlinear. Because the 
exactness of subsequent arguments regarding resolution 

and errors (based on linearity) has already been sacrificed, 
nothing fundamental is lost by using velocity as a paratne- 
ter, rather than slowness. 

THE SOLUTtON 

We now require as a solution for the velocity perturba- 
tions, v, those values which best satisfy equation (3). Here, 
we take “best” to mean, as is commonly assumed, mini- 
mum mean-square errors. The general least-squares solu- 
tion of this problem can be written as (e.g., Franklin, 1970; 
Tarantola and Valette, 1982) 

j=(A*C~‘A+CnT:)-‘A=Cg’T, 

where C, and C,,, represent the data and model covariance 
matrices, respectively. 

Here, we assume that CD = ~$1 and CM = u:I, 
where I is the identity matrix. For this theoretical discus- 
sion it is unnecessary to complicate the problem by using 
the most general case. With the above assumptions we get 
the classic damped least-squares solution (Lawson and 
Hanson, 1974) 

C = (ATA + @I)-[ATT , (4) 

where K’ = o:/ui. Using the singular value decomposi- 
tion (SVD) of A (Lanczos, 1961; Lawson and Hanson, 
1974). 

A=USVT, 

a generalized inverse of A can be defined as 

(5) 

A+ = VS-‘UT 

This is also equal to 

(6=) 

A+ = (ATA)-‘AT (6b) 

when the right-hand side exists. The SVD solution to equa- 
tion (3) is $ = VS-IUTT. U and V are matrices with col- 
umn vectors of the data and parameter singular vectors of 
A, respectively, while S is a diagonal matrix with elements 
si that are the singular values of A. 

To damp the noise amplification effects of small but 
nonzero singular values the stochastic inverse (tapered cut- 
off) of Franklin (1970) may be used (Wiggins, 1972; Lines 
and Treitel, 1984). 

C = (@VT + tc’I)-‘VSUTT 
(7) 

= (ATA + +?I)-‘ATT. 

The parameter K determines the level of. singular value 
allowed to contribute to the solution. Note that the formula 
for the tapered-cutoff SVD solution, equation (7). is the 
same as the damped least-squares solution, equation (4). 

The variance in the estimate of parameter &J; is 
(Wiggins, 1972) 

(8) 
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Each parameter estimate is necessarily an estimate of a 
local spatial average of 6~; i.e., + = Rv. The ith row of the 
resolution matrix R indicates the resolution of parameter 
Sv; in the vicinity of ri (Wiggins, 1972) and 

R=CL *f+d V.VT - VS’VT, ’ ’ - 
f 

where the diagonal matrix S’ is 

S’ = diag 

We have two alternative interpretations of this solution. 
If the damping factor ~2 equals the ratio of the estimated 
data variance to the estimated variance in the errors in the 
initial velocity model, then the parameter estimates are, by 
Bay&an inference, the most probable values (Tarantola 
and Valette, 1982). If the damping factor ~2 is some other 
value (“sufficiently large” to stabilize the solution by 
reducing the variance of the estimation), then the estimated 
parameters can be interpreted as spatially smoothed esti- 
mates of the true model, with resolution described by a 
resolving kernel. In this case, we have as a tool the classic 
trade-off between resolution and variance of the estimates 
(Backus and Gilbert, 1967). It then becomes important to 
study the resolution. 

If the estimate of a particular parameter, 4, is perfectly 
resolved, R, = S,. If oi is an average of several adjacent 
physical values, Y) then the ith TOW of R is a smeared-out 
delta function when plotted on a two-dimensional grid and 
the resolution is said to be compact. Noncompact resolu- 
tion is indicated by the ith row having several peaks. When 
the solution model has compact resolution, the resolution 
can be approximately characterized (Wiggins, 1972) by the 
diagonals of the resolution matrix. A diagonal element 
close to unity indicates a well-resolved parameter, while a 
diagonal element of, say, 0.2 indicates that the parameter is 
effectively an average of about 5 physically adjacent 
parameters. 

Thus, we can employ a damped least-squares numerical 
solver with a damping factor which can be interpreted as 
the cutoff singular value of the equivalent tapered cutoff 
SVD solution. We can then take advantage of the many 
fast numerical algorithms developed to solve the sparse 
least-squares problem and avoid the computational 
expense of explicitly solving for the singular vectors of the 
large system of equations typically encountered in tomog- 
raphy problems. There are various numerical methods 
which can be employed, but as we wish to examine the 
intrinsic effects of limitations in the data, a comparison of 
solution techniques lies outside the scope of this paper. The 
damped least-squares solver LSQR (Paige and Saunders, 
1982) was found to be especially suitable for this large, 
sparse, ill-conditioned system. LSQR has been compared 
to the Dines-Lytle (1979) least-squares algorithm and SVD 
using Lanczos iteration and was found to be superior when 
solving ill-conditioned sparse systems, particularly the 
seismic tomography problem (Nolet, 1985). 

When solving for the velocity structure, the model per- 
turbations obtained by solving the matrix equation (3) can 
be used to improve the velocity model. As the inverse 
problem is nonlinear, a new model which is the sum of the 
previous model and the perturbations may then be ray- 
traced to determine a new set of traveltimes and partial 
derivatives. The model may be successively raytraced and 
perturbed until convergence is achieved. In this paper, 
however, we are not specifically concerned with methods 
of obtaining solutions but, rather, with the limitations of 
such solutions imposed by limitations of the data. 

SVD OF SYNTHETK CRO~SHOLE DATA SETS 

The main point of this section is to show that in typical 
crosshole experiments there is a problem arising from the 
source-receiver geometry which results in the matrix A 
being severely ill-conditioned. The condition number of a 
matrix is the ratio of its largest to smallest singular values. 
It quantifies the extent to which perturbations in the data 
vector are amplified in the solution vector. For example, in 
a system where the matrix has a condition number of 20, 
perturbations in the data of only 3 percent can result in 
changes of up to 60 percent in the solution unless a 
damped inverse is used (Lawson and Hanson, 1974, p. 51). 
Because the conditioning of a matrix is critical to the eval- 
uation of its inverse, the singular values of some typical, 
albeit small and synthetic, crosshole data sets are consid- 
ered here. We will see that the system of equations to be 
solved is effectively infinitely ill-conditioned and requires 
large damping if reasonable numerical solutions are to be 
found on computers with limited precision. Physically, the 
ill-conditioning is a manifestation of the poor angular dis- 
tribution of the rays, and suggestions for ameliorating this 
problem are discussed below. 

The raypath diagram for a constant velocity model, 
shown in Figure I, has 81 straight rays connecting the 9 
sources and 9 receivers. The velocity model has 81 
parameters, with 9 grid points in both the horizontal and 
vertical directions. The bottom rows of grid points are not 
sampled by the data as few OT no rays cross the triangular 
regions they bound. When inverting real data the situation 
of poor ray coverage will almost certainly arise, because 
the actual raypaths are not known when the grid is con- 
structed. The 81 singular values of A ranging from 
6.5 x IO-2 to IO-” are also shown in Figure I. Angular 
coverage can be indicated by the maximum angle of the 
rays relative to the horizontal axis. In the synthetic cmss- 
hole data set shown here, this angle is about 45 degrees in 
the centre of the model and as little as 20 degrees in the 
comers. In the medical-imaging case addressed by Davison 
(1983). the angular coverage is uniform and relative mini- 
mum eigenvalues of <IO-g are found for 0 = 45”, roughly 
agreeing with the results shown in Figure I. 

The singular vectors associated with the largest few sin- 
gular values are shown in Figure 2. Contour plots are used 
because the velocity model uses linear interpolation 
between the grid-point values rather than homogeneous 
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Fig. 1. The raypath diagram for a constant velocity model is shown at the top left. Diagonal elements of the resolution matrix are contoured in 
the top right plot over the corresponding point in the velocity grid, with values ranging from 0.0 at the bottom to 0.8 at the centre of the model. 
The mntwr interval is 0.04. Singular values of the panial-derivatives matrix are shown in the bonom plot. The letters P.S. indicate the singular 
values with associated singular vectors which are centred over poorly sampled grid points. while V.S. indicates that the associated singular 
vectors are VeRical structures vectors. 
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Fig. 2. Some parameter singular vectors for the constant velocity model with raypaths shown in Figure 1. These are singular vectors associ~ 
ated with the four largest singular values. The top left vector has singular value 6.05 x IO-*. the top right 3.48 x 10-2. the bottom left 
2.79 xIO-~ and the bottom right 2.40 x 1 W2. 
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blocks. Note how the vertical variation is always greater 
than the horizontal, indicating the better resolution of verti- 
cally varying structure. The singular functions associated 
with the small singular ulues are linear combinations of 
two-dimensional delta-fimclion vectors centred about the 
single grid points in the top and bottom two rows of the 
model. Examples of these are shown in Figure 3. We have 
little information in A about these points because the 
regions they bound were poorly coverrd by the raypalhs 
used. The singular VCC~OTS with singular values of urdcr 
IO-6 to IO-* are composed of a series of deha-like func- 

Fig. 3. Some parameter singular vectors for the constant velocity 
model with raypaths shown in Figure 1. These are singular vectors 
associated with the smaller singular values. At the top is shown a 
singular vector with 53rd largest (of 81) singular value = 
1.41 x IO-* which is a mixture ol delta function-like ve~,tors centred 
over poorly sampled grid points. The bottom plot shows the singu~ 
lar vector with 72nd largest singular value = 5.39 x IO-8 which is 
centred over grid points not sampled by the data. 

tions centred on the grid points in the last row or the top 
row. both of which are only lightly sampled. An example 
of one of these is shown in Figure 3. 

Interesringly. there are a series of eight singular values 
with singular vectors which have strwIure varying strictly 
in the horizomal direction. Their singular values are all of 
order IO-“‘. less than those corresponding to the poorly 
sampled regions. ‘The extremely small singular values 
asocialed with these vectors indicate how poorly deter- 
mined vcrrical strw~ures are in the crosshole geometry ~ 
an cxpecred result. An example of two of these “\,ertical 
s1ructurc” vectors is shown in Figure 4. These vectors can 
be compared to those with large singular vt~lues in Figure 
2. which are almost entirely horizontally layered. 
-X 

:i i:i~~:Ilil/lllIl~lIlllll Ill 

Fig. 4. Two examples of “veRicaI structure” singular vectors of the 
partial derivatives matrix for the homogeneous velocity mode,. The 
top singular vector has the 73rd largest singular value ;= 
2.60 Y IO-‘0. The boft~m piof shows the singular vector with 76th 
largest singular value = 1.24 x 1 Om8. 
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In general, singular vectors corresponding to successive- 
ly smaller singular values become increasingly compli- 
cated, as expected, until the ones corresponding to the 
poorly sampled points are encountered. The eight “vertical 
structure” singular vectors mentioned above have the 73rd 
to 80th highest singular values. This clearly shows the fun- 
damental ambiguity that remains in any inversion of cross- 
hole data: information about vertically structured velocity 
anomalies is not contained in the data. 

An extremely important point is that this lack of infor- 
mation does not appear in an examination of the conven- 
tional resolution matrix’s diagonal elements, which indicate 
good resolution over almost all of the model region: i.e., 
0.72 <K, c 0.885 for all points in the interior region of the 
model, except the top and bottom rows. The diagonal elc- 
ments of the resolution matrix are plotted in Figure I. 

It may appear that there is a paradox: that it should not 
be possible to achieve good resolution in the above sense 
of a localired resolving kernel when there are major 
aspects of the structure thet are totally indeterminate (i.e., 
ghosts). The answer to the paradox lies in the difference in 
the length scale between the large-scale ghosts and the 
very localized peak of the resolving kernel. As noted by 
Menke (I 9X4), resolGng kernels for crosshole data hart, in 
addition to a central peak, long-wavelength. low-amplitude 
skirts. It is these low-amplitude features which render the 
resolving kernels orthogonal to the large-scale ghosts. In 
any image reconstruction where recovery of local structure 
(edges. boundaries, point anomalies) is the object. rather 
than precisely calibrated numerical values, these smooth 
skirts will not be a significant hindrance to accurate inrer- 
pretation. 

How is the resolution affected by raypath curvature? 
Vertical structures are unresolvable using straight crosshole 
raypaths because the relative traveltime delay, AT/T, due to 
any vertically oriented inhomogeneity, AV(v). is a constant 
for all paths. Therefore the effect of A\/(x) cannot be distin- 
guished from a change in the background velocity and is 
simply averaged over the entire model when the data are 
inverted. Once the raypaths are curved, ATIT due to AV(x) 
is no longer constant, suggesting that vertical structures 
with AV(x) may be more resolvable: but how greet is the 
change from the case with straight paths’? 

In order to answer this question, SVD was done on a 
matrix of traveltime derivatives from a model with a con- 
stant vertical gradient. The velocity in the interior region of 
the model increased with depth from 2.X km/s to 6.4 km/s. 
The positions of the grid points, sources and receivers were 
not altered from those of the constant-velocity model 
above. The raypath diagram showing the circular raypaths 
is shown in Figure 5 along with the diagonals of the resolu- 
tion matrix and plot of the singular values. Information on 
the bottom row of points is again entirely lacking because 
no rays intersect the triangular regions they bound. The 
curvature of the rays now gives us some more information 
about the penultimate row of points, but we have lost infor- 
mation about the central points in the top row. 

The singular values of A range from 3.4 x IO-2 to identi- 
cally xro. The points about which we have no information 
each have an associated delta-function singular vector with 
small singular value, while those which are lightly sampled 
have singular values of order IO ~211 to IO-‘“. The ray cow- 
tore slightly distorts the singular vectors from those of the 
homogeneous case. The number of “vertical structure” sin- 
gular vectors has increased to nine (out of Xl singular vec- 
tors) but their singular values have irmmsed by several 
orders of magnitude to range from 9.8 x 10-e to 4.0 x 10~“. 
The introduction of ray curvature increases the representa- 
tion of these “vertical structure” singular vectors. They 
still have very small singular values, however, and would 
have to be damped in any inversion. The diagonals of the 
resolution matrix display the same features as those for 
the homogeneous model, with poorer resolution at the top 
and bottom of the model, retlecting the raypath coverage. 

A third model with the same grid. source and receiver 
locations. but with a constant horizontal velocity gradient, 
is not shown hut displays features similar to those seen in 
the constant-velocity case. This is due to the fact that the 
primarily subhorirontal raypeths are fairly straight because 
they arc roughly parallel to the velocity gradient. 

The resolution plots shown above confirm our intuitive 
grasp of the effect of raypath coverage on model resolu- 
tion. Where the coverage is poor there is little or no inf& 
mation and a well-resolved solution cannot be expected, 
indicating the importance of knowing the true rayparh COY- 
erage when interpreting the significance of model features. 

The ill-conditioning of the system is so extreme as to 
render the matrices effectively singular. In any inversion 
the effect of these small singular values is to amplify noise. 
The damping which is necessary to producc a stable inver- 
sion will also eliminate any contributions from the singular 
vectors which delineate structure running parallel to the 
boreholcs. While introducing consistent ray curvature 
improves the situation. this improvement is not great 
enough to enable imaging of these structures with noisy 
data. 

GHOSTS IN SEISMIC TOMO~XAI~Y FOR 
VAHIW!S BOREH0I.E GE0ME1.H,bx 

The SVD and resolution analysis, shown above for a 
crosshole geometry. revealed a sequence of singular vet- 
tars corresponding to very small or, for all practical pur- 
poses, zero singular values. We expect such singular YCC- 
tars to correspond to velocity distributions which are either 
peaks over poorly sampled grid points or functions varying 
too rapidly to be easily resolved. An interesting and 
expected result of the SVD is that some eigenvectors (the 
vertical-structure ones) with very simple and large-scale 
variations in the horizontal gradient have extremely small 
singular values which make them unresolvable. As these 
singular vectors vary only in the horizontal direction. corv 
tour plots of these functions are simply straight vertical 
lines (parallel to the vertical boreholes), so we termed them 
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Fig. 5. The raypath diagram for the constant venical gradient model is shown at the top kit. Diagonals of the resolution matrix are contouted 
over the model region at the top right with values ranging from 0.0 at the bottom lo 0.9 in the centre. The contour level is 0.05. The bottom plot 
shows the singular values of Ihe partial derivatives matrix. Singular values which are identically zero are planed at 10-C The letters P.S. indi- 
cate the singular values with associated singular vectors which are centred over poorly sampled grid points while V.S. indicates that the asso- 
ciated singular vectors are “venical structure” vectors. Note the order reversal from Figure 1. 
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“vertical structure” eigenvectors. Their 1”~ singular values 
shaw that strictly horizontal gradients and large-scale fea- 
Turks such as vertical faults or vertical dikes are impossible 
t” resolve using only crosshole raypaths. 

The presence of such small or even zero eigenvalues can 
lead to features in the solution that have been termed 
“ghosts” in the medical tomography literature because their 
presence cannot be imaged (Lwis. IYXI ). In general. ghosts 
are the eigcnvectors corresponding to err” eigenvalucs. 
They lie in the null space of the matrix operator A of equa- 
tion (3). Any linear combination of these eigenvectors. no 
matter how physically unreasonable, may be added t” the 
solution without effecting the fit t” the data. These ghosts 
with Inrge-scale structure are the most pernicious in mod- 
elling. We therefore ask whcthrr such large-scale ghnsts 
exist in other practical survey geometries related t” the 
crosshole feomctry. 

This section discusses the eigenvalues and eigenuectt~rs 
of various borehole source-receiver geometries. The cross- 
hole geometry w'as used above. The vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) geometry has it surface source and downhole 
rcccivrrs positioned at various depths. “Walkaway VSP” 
data are collected at increasing horizontal distances from 
the borehole (Oristagli”. 19X5). In the examples discussed 
below, VSP refers to the wlknway VSP source-receiver 
geometry and wf the actual technique of vertical seismic 
profiling. In total. five source-receiver geometries are 
investigated using il homogeneous model: the “riginal 
crosshole case for reference. a single-VSP geometry in 
which surface transmitters combine with recciven in a sin- 
gle horehols: a double-VSP geometry in which NO bore- 
holes are thus used: a sinele-VSP~plus-cr”s\hole ;,rr;mpe- 
men, and a double-VSP-plus-crosshole arrangement. 

For each source-receiver geometry. the model gridding 
and raypaths xc shown. along with a display “I’ the 2.5 sin- 
gular values, a contour plot of the diagonal elements of the 
conventional resolution matrix with I(= IO-3 and c”ntour 
plots of the eipcnvectors corresponding to some “f the 
larger rigenvalues and to some “1 the smilllcr ei&wwalucs. 
The \,alue of K, indicated by a dashed line on the plot “f 
singular value\. is abwt 3 to 5 percent of the largest age”- 
value in all the cases studied and would be necessary (for 
adequate damping in a Backus-Gilbert trade-off approach) 
for data sets with errors in the residual traveltimes of the 
order of 3 to 5 percent. 

The grids used in the crosshole data sets used above 
were 9 x Y with Inine sources and receivers. In the exam- 
ples shown here a 5 x 5 grid is used. with five sources and 
receivers. This was found to be sufficient t” show the 
salient features of the eigenfunctions. Solid contours indi- 
cate positive values while negative c”ntwts are shown 
with dotted lines. 

Crosshole geometry 

For comparison of the 5 x S grid with the 9 x 9 grid. the 
standard crosshole geometry is repeated here. Figures 6, 7 
and 8 show the results for il standard crosshole geometry. 

The r~s”Iuti”n and sin@ar values are similar t” those for 
the 9 x 9 grid shown above. The reholution drops off from 
0.78 in the central region to 0.42 in the comer\. The distri- 
bution of singular VBIUCS indicates that an inversion using a 
damping parameter “f ti = 10-1~ includes significant con- 
tributions from about the top sixteen singular vectors. 

Because there are sowxs and receivers very near the 
top and hottom “f the model region. there arc 110 p”ints 
which are totally unumstrained and, therefore, no eigcn- 
functions with peaks over single grid points. as seen in the 
previous crossholc SVD. However. the 20th and 21 st sill- 
gular \‘ectors, shown in Figure 8, have large amplitudes 
over the grid points in the comers and along the top and 
hott”m model edges. There are also four small-eigenvalued 
functions which do not vary in the vertical direction. The 
gross scale “f these functions is exemplified by the 2.3rd 
singular function with singular value O(lll-“‘1, which has 
only one crossover. It is shown at the bottom left of Figure 
X. The eigenvector with 1,111~ one cr”ssovcr in the vertical 
dirccti”” has the second largest eigenwctor of O(l0 ‘1. 
indicating the extreme difference in the ability to image 
horizontal and wrtical features. 

Single-VW geometry 
Figure\ Y. IO and I I show the results “f ii resolution 

nnalysis f”r a walkaway VSP &?e”metry. As expected. 
where there is no ray coverage no information is “bteincd. 
This is seen in the plot “f the diagonals of the rcwlution 
matrix shown in Figure 9. which quickly fall from almost 
one at the top of the model to absolutely xro in the region 
not traversed by any rays. 

The Inrgcst singular vxt”r shown in Figure IO is a dis- 
torted bull‘s-cyc centred in the region well-covered by the 
raypaths. “car both the surface and the boreholc. Following 
the example OS unresolvnhlc f?xtures, or ghosts. seen in the 
cr”\\hole cast. it might be expected that analogous large- 
scale features would cxi\t for VSP gcomrtry. and that such 
lraturcs wwld cut ~tcross the model at i, 45-degree angle 
starting at the top of the borehole. Decrcnsing singular- 
valued functions do have zero cr”sst~vers along this diago- 
nal axis. However, the third hi,yhrsr eigenvrctor has a 
crossover along the other diagwxd. This cigcnvrctor is 
analagous to the one which is third snw//~vr in the cross- 
hole geometry, shown in Figure 8. and indicates that for 
the VSP f.eometry there are no large-scale phosts. Instead. 
the singular vectors associated with the snail singular \‘a- 
ues are cwfined to those grid points in regions with little 
or no ray cweragr. 

An inversion using K= IO ~2,i would have strong c”ntri- 
butions from only about ten eigcnvectors. Thus. not much 
structural detail would be “btainahle in any inversion 
attempt. 

Double-VSP geometry 

Figures 12, I3 and I4 show the results of analyzing a 
doubleVSP configuration. There are only two very small 
singular value’s, corresponding t” the vectors centred “ver 
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Fig. 6. The crosshole geometry synthetic experiment has raypaths superimposed on the doffed triangular grid, as shown in the upper left figs 
we. The diagonals of the resolution method calculated using the tapered inverse are shown in the upper right plot with values ranging from 
0.78 in the centre lo 0.46 at the edges. The contour iniewai is 0.02. The singular values are displayed in the bottom diagram where the 
dashed line shows a typical damping value. 
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Fig. 7. The singular functions associated 
with the four largest singular values for the 
~ms~hole source-receiver geometry. The 
top left has singular value = 5.9 x 10-? top 
right 3.9 x 10-S bottom left 2.8 x 10m2 and 
bottom right 2.7 x 10-Z. 

Fig. 8. Some of the singular functions 
associated with the smaller singular values 
for the crosshole source~receiver geometry. 
The top II?,, has the 20th largest (Of 25) 
value = 6.7 Y 104. The top right has the 
21~1 with a value of 4.2 x 104. The bottom 
left has the 23rd largest singular 
vab,e = 3.7 x IO-‘0 and the bottom right 
the 24th largest singular value 
= 1.1 x lo-‘0. 
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Fig. 9. The VSP geometry synthetic experiment has raypaths superimposed on the dotted triangular grid shown. as shown in the upper left 
figure. The diagonals of the resolution method calculated using the tapered inverse are shown in the upper right plot with values ranging from 
0.9 in the top comer to 0.0 at the bottom. The contour interval is 0.05. The singular values are displayed in the bottom diagram where the 
dashed line shows a typical damping YBIUB. 
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Fig. 10. Some of the singular functions 
associated with the four largest singular 
“a,“eS for the “SP SO”rCe~reCel”el geome- 
try. The top left has singular 
value = 5~1 x 10-Z. The top right has a 
value of 3.0 x 10-Z The bottom left singw 
la value = 2.7 x 10-Z and the bottom right 
the 4th largest singular val”e = 1.8 x 1O-2. 

Fig. 11. Some of the singular f”nctions 
associated with the smaller singular values 
for the “SP source-receiver geometry. The 

top left has the ,Ofh largest 
value = 2.0 Y 10-4. The top right has 20th 
wifh a va,“e of 5.9 x 10-20. The bottom two 
singular vectors have the smallest singular 
values. almost identically zero. 
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Fig. 12. The double-VSP geometry synthetic experiment has raypaths superimposed on the dotted triangular grid. as shown in the upper left 
figure. The diagonals of the t?soIution method calculated using the tapered inverse are shown in the upper right plot with values ranging from 
1 .O at the top to 0.06 at the bottom centre. The contour interval is 0.06. The singular values are displayed in the bottom diagram where the 
dashed line shows a typical damping value. 
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Fig. 13. Some of the singular functions 
associated with the first. second. third and 
fifth largest singular values ior the double- 
VSP source~receiver geometry. The top left 
(largest) has singular value = 6.6 x IO-2 
The fop right (second largest) has a value 
of 4.2 x 10-Z. The bottom left (third largest) 
singular value = 3.8 x 10m2 and the bottom 
right the fifth largest singular 
value = 2.8 x 10-2. 

Fig. 14. Some of the singular functions 
associated with the four smallest slnguiar 
values for the double-VSP source-receiver 
geometry. The top left has singular 
vaiue = 1 .O x 10-3. The top right has a 
value of 4.2 x 1 Od. The bottom left has the 
singular value = 3.6 x 10-29 and the bottom 
right has the smallest singular 
value = 0.00. 
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the two central bottom grid points as shown in Figure 14. 

The diagonals of the resolution matrix indicate that the top 

half of the model is well-resolved but the central bottom 

region is totally undetermined. The slight asymmetries in 

the resolution diagonals and the eigcnvectors are due to the 

triangular interpolation scheme. The singular functions 

associated with the larger singular values show no distinct 

bias towards either horizontal or vertical struct~rc: i.e.. 

both the second and fourth are “vertical structure“ while 

the third is “horizontal”. There are certainly no problems 

with large-scale structure ghosts with the double-VSP 

geometry, as the small singular vectors are simply peak 

functions over grid points with little or no ray coverage. 

An inversion using K= IO-2.5 would include significant 

contributions from about the largest IX singular vectors. 

but would include no information about the central @on 

where there is no my coverage. The 19th singular vector 

which would be heavily damped is shown in Figure 14. 

Single-VSP combined with crosshole geometry 

Figures 15, 16 and 17 show that when VSP geometry 

raypaths are added to a standard crosshole data set. the 

resolution and conditioning improves dramatically. Instead 

of condition numbers of IO” or 101” or -, the combined 

data set has a condition number of about lO’.5, as shown in 

the plot of the singular value\. While inversions using such 

a data set would still require damping. far mure inf<mna- 

tion could, in principle, be obtained, since far fewer eigen- 

functions would be heavily damped. At least the top 20 

eigcnfunctions would contribute to the solution, and even 

the smallest would still contribute. unlike either the VSP or 

crosshole cast separately. 

Similarly. the wxtors with smaller singular value shown 

in Figure I7 are a combination of the small singular-valued 

functions of the separate data sets, but their singular values 

are much Iargcr. 

Double-VSP combined with crosshole geometry 

Figures 18. I9 and 20 show the results for a doublc- 

VSP-plus-crosshole geometry. The lowest resolution is 

now 0.77, whereas with crosshole raypaths only the high- 

est was 0.7X. The distribution of singular values indicates 

:::i , , , , A. 
0 5 10 15 20 

Fig. 15. The crosshole added to VSP geometry synthetic experiment has raypaths superimposed on the dotted triangular grid, as,shown in 
the upper left figure. The diagonals of the resolution method calculated using the tapered inverse are shown ln the upper right plot with V&ES 
ranging from 1 .O at the top to 0.62 at the bonom. The contour interval is 0.02. The singular values are dlsplayed I” the bottom diagram where 
the dashed line shows the damping value used. 
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Fig. 16. Some of the singular functions 
associated with the largest singular values 
for the crosshole combined with VSP 
source-receiver geometry. The top left has 
the largest singular value = 7.2 x 10-z. The 
top right is next with a value of 4.7 x 10~~2. 
The bottom has the third largest singular 
value = 3.5 x IO-2 and the bottom right the 
5th largest singular value = 2.8 x 10-z. 

Fig. 17. The singuiar functions assaciated 
with the four smallest singular values for 
the crosshole combined with VSP source- 
receiver geometry. The top left has singular 
value = 2.2 x IO-3 The top right has a 
“due of 1.1 x 10-z. The bo,k,m left has the 
singular value = 9.1 x lOA and the bottom 
right has the smallest singular value = 
2.4 Y 1 o-4. 
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that all singular vectors would contribute to an inversion 

using damping parameter K= 10-2~~. 

The singular vectors associated with the larger singular 

values shown in Figure 19 are a mixture of those of the 

crosshole and double-VSP cases. The smaller singular- 

valued functions in Figure 20 are, predictably, contribu- 

tions of peaks over the bottom grid points and exhibit some 

remnants of “vertical structure“. Since their singular values 

are large enough, these functions contribute to the solution 

and so are not at all ghosts. 

We have here been able to examine the importance of 

angular coverage in two-dimensional velocity reconstruc- 

tions by perfomling SVD on small, synthetic data sets for 

different source-receiver geometries. Unfortunately. SVD 

is not computationally fusible for large-scale problems, as 

the required number of computations increases with the 

cube of the matrix size (,Lawson and Hanson. 1974, 

p. 122). 

2s 

C”NCL1JS10NS 

We have shown that when only crosshole data are used, 

the eigenvectors associated with the smallest eigenvalues 

have gross structure varying only in the horizontal direc- 

tion. This implies that the existence of such a large-scale 

feature cannot be determined experimentally with cross- 

hole data only. However. when VSP geometry data are 

added to the crosshole data. the conditioning is greatly 

improved and no large-scale structures are unresolvable. 

The eigenvectors associated with the smallest cigenvalues 

are then rapidly varying functions which peak over the 

least well-resolved points. While the latter case describes 

the usuaI, almost standard, two-dimensional inverse prob- 

lem. the presence of large-scale ambiguities appears 

unique to problems where angular coverage is severely 

limited, as in the crosshole geometry. Specifically. it 

appears that ghosts wise in cases where that part of the 

perimeter on which observations can he made is not a sir>- 

gle contiguous surface. 

5 

Fig. 18. The crosshole added to double-VSP geometry synthetic experiment has raypaths superimposed on the dotted triangular grid, as 
shown in the upper left figure. The diagonals of the resolution method calculated using the tapered inverse are shown in the upper right p,lot 
with values ranging from 1 .O at the top to 0.78 at the bottom. The c~ntow interval is 0.01. The singular values are displayed in the bottom dia- 
gram where the dashed line shows the damping value used. 



Fig. 19. The singular functions associated 
with some of the fkNQeSt singular values for 
the crosshole combined with double-VSP 
source~receiver geometry. The fop left has 
the largest singular value = 8.3 x 10-s. The 
top right is next with a value of 5.3 Y 10m2. 
The bottom has the fourth largest singular 
value = 4.0 x 1 O-2 and the bonom right the 
fifth largest singular value = 3.7 x 1 O-2. 

Fig. 20. The singular functions associated 
with the four smallest singular values for 
the crosshole combined with double-VSP 
source-receiver geometry. The top left has 
singular value = 6.4 x lo-*. The top right 
has a “alue of 4.3 x 10-3. The bottom left 
has the singular value = 2.8 x 1W3 and the 
bottom right has the smallest singular 
value = 1.2 x 10-3. 
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These analyses indicate that by adding VSP geometry 

raypaths to the standard crosshole data set the ill-conditioning 

of the partial derivatives matrix can be largely alleviated. 

While a damped inverse may still be necessary, the damp- 

ing would no longer exclude large-scale structures from 

the solution. In practice. it may prove difficult to obtain 

VSP geometry traveltimes using instruments developed for 

downhole use. However, if it can be assumed that the 

velocity is not dispersive then the first-arrival times picked 

from walkaway VSP geometry data (where available) 

could be used to increase the angular range of the raypaths. 

In general. when designing crosshole experiments, care 

should be taken to obtain the maximum possible angular 

range as this has the greatest impact on the resolution of 

the solution. 
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